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Chapter 2-Traffic Regulation

,
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transport of like objects. Blanket permits for
like objects are not intended for and will not
be issued for machinery or component items.
A blanket permit may be issued for the
repeated movement of objects for permanent
use in their transported form. These objects
mayvaryin sizeaslong asthelargestis within
the width limit specified on the permit. Multipieceloads must be nonreducible in dimension
and within the allowable legal weight limits
set by statute; and
7. Projects.Blanket permits are available
for the movement and/or operation of overdimension and overweight road building
equipment within the limits of a specific
highway project for a period not to exceedthe
completion date of that project. The permittee
shall coordinate movement and/or operation
necessity and procedures with the project
engineer and collectively submit a permit
application containing all pertinent information to include any special or unusual circumstances with a recommendation to the Missouri Highways and Transportation
Department, Headquarters Office, Division of
Maintenance and Traffic, Permit Section,P.O.
Box 270,Jefferson City, MO 65102.
(8) Escorts and Flagmen. The following
regulations apply to escortsand flagmen and
it is the responsibility of the permit applicant
to see that escorts which accompany their
movement adhere to these regulations (regulations specifying as to when escorts and
flagmen are required as listed in sections (9),
(13)and (14)):
(A) An escort is defined as a vehicle with
operator which accompanies overload move
ments to serve as a warning to other traffic
that extra caution is required. Operators of
escortvehicles must obey all traffic laws;
(B) The escortvehicle must be a single unit
vehicle of standard size with unobstructed
vision to the front and rear and in safe
operating condition. The unit may be an
automobile, pickup truck, carryall, station
wagon or equivalent unit;
(C) Minimum financial responsibility such
as automobile personal injury liability in the
amounts of twenty-five thousand dollars
($25,000)each person, one hundred thousand
dollars ($100,000)each accident and property
damageliability in the amount of twenty-five
thousand dollars ($25,000)or other valid proof
of financial responsibility is required on the
escort vehicle. It is the responsibility of the
permittee to seethat this is in force;
(D) Oversize load signs shall he displayed
on the front and/or rear of the escort vehicle,
whichever is applicable, for the move or an
optional sign mounted on the top of the vehicle
with printing on both sidesis acceptable.Signs
are to be a minimum size of five feet by one
foot (5’ X 1’) high with a minimum eight inch
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(3”) high letters. The sign’s background shall
he yellow with black lettering and visible for
at least three hundred feet (300’).The legend
shall read “OVERSIZE LOAD”.
(E) Escort vehicles are to be kquipped with
at least two (2) red or orange fluorescent
warning flags mounted on a staff at the two
(2) front extremities of the vehicle for a front
escort and at the rear extremities for a rear
escort.Flags used for flagging and on permit
vehicles shall be clean, red or orange fluorescent warning flags, in goodcondition, with no
advertising or wording and be at least eighteen
inches (16”) square;and
(F) Flagmen are required as outlined in
subsection (9)(I). Flagmen must be courteous,
alert and have a high senseof responsibility
for the safety of all concerned.
(9) Regulations for All Movements. The
following regulations apply to all movements
of overdimension and/or overweight loads
except as stipulated in subsection (7)(E) and
sections (ll)-(15):
(A) The permit must accompany the move
until the moveis completed;
(B) Movement is limited to the hours from
a half-hour beforesunrise to a half-hour after
sunset,exceptas permittedin subsection(9)(E)
of this rule and sections (ll), (13)and (14)and
no movementis allowed when road conditions
are hazardous, such as snow- and ice-covered
or when hazardous crosswinds affect the
movement or when weather conditions are
such to limit the visibility to less than five
hundred feet (500’);
(0 No movement is allowed during specified holiday periods except as permitted in
subsection (9)(F) of this rule (see section (1)
for holiday restrictions);
(D) No movement is allowed on Saturdays
and Sundays in the Lake of the Ozarks and
Branson areasas follows:
1. Lake of the Ozarks area-restriction
applies June through August.
A. Route 54-between the junctions
with Routes 52 east and AA in Camden
county.
B. Route 5-between the junction with
Route54. north& to Gravois Mills.
C.‘Route 4i-between the junctions
with Routes54 and 134.
D. Business 54-between the east and
west junctions with Route54;
2. Branson area-restriction applies June
through October.
A. Route 76-between the junctions
with Routes 13 and 160.
B. Route 13-between Reeds Springs
and junction with Route86 west; and
3. The restrictions mentioned in subsection (9)(D) will include all intersecting routes
within a distance of ten (10) miles, with the
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exception of Route 65 in the Branson area,
which is not restricted;
(E) Movement in the metropolitan areas of
St. Louis, St. Charles, Kansas City and
Springfield is restricted between the hours of
7:OOa.m.to 990 a.m. and 4:OOp.m. to 6~00p.m.
on or within the following routes or areas:
1. St. Louis City and County;
2. St. Charles County on I-70 betweenthe
Missouri River Bridge and Jd. 61;
3. In the Kansas City area on the routes
or inside of the area bounded by Routes 150,
291,I-470,291,I-435,I-29 and I-435; and
4. Inside the city limits of Springfield
except on I-44 and 65;
(F) Movements of major equipment or other
special loads for short distances with origin
and destination within major urban areasmay
be permitted between the hours of 1:00 a.m.
to 6:OOa.m. Monday through Friday, except
for these time periods on and immediately
following a holiday period and on Sunday from
1:00a.m. to 1200 noon, except where this time
conflicts with a holiday period. These move.
ments must be preplanned and all protection
must be provided for the safety of the public
as follows:
1. Required signing must be lighted or
reflectorized.Amber lights at the extremeends
or projection of the load or vehicle must be
provided in lieu of flags; and
2. Additional escorts over the standard
requirements may be required dependent on
the complexity or size of the movement;
(G) Maximum speed for all movements is
fifty-five (55) miles per hour (m.p.h.) on duallane divided highways and fifty (50)m.p.h. on
all other routes unless otherwise posted or
specifiedonthepermit.Movementsoverroutes
where minimum speedlimits are postedshall
operate at least at the speedposted. Speedis
to be reduced as necessary to stay within
postedspeedlimits. When crossing structures,
speedisto bereducedto forty (40)m.p.h. unless
otherwise specified in the permit;
(H) Escort requirements are as follows:
1. Overwidth. No escort is required for
loads up to and including twelve feet four
inches (12’4”) in width. Escort requirements
for loads exceeding twelve feet four inches
(12’4”) in width are in sections (13)-(15);
2. Overlength. A rear escortis required for
movementswhen the vehicle and load exceed
ninety feet (90’) for a combination unit on all
highways except divided highways; and
3. Special escort requirements may be
specifiedwhenever the size, speedor operation
of movement may require. A separate escort
shall be provided for each load and movement
in convoy is not allowed;
(I) Front escortsshall travel three hundred
feet (300’)in front of the load and rear escorts
three hundred feet (300’)to the rear of the load.
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In heavy traffic or when traveling within cities
or towns, the escort vehicle should maintain
a distance consistent with existing traffic
conditions; and
(J) Flagging is required whenever the
dimensions of overwidth loads are equal to or
exceedthe width of the traveled lane on two
(2).lane bridges or whenever the movement is
of a width or length that it infringes on the
adjacent lane of traffic. The operator of the
escortvehiclemay act astheflagmanandgood
judgment is required. On shorter bridges it
may not be necessaryto actually stop traffic
if sight distance is good,but on longer bridges
or where sight distance is short, a flagman
must be usedto handle traffic and be prepared
to stop traffic if necessary.A flagman is also
required if the permit vehicle and load has to
stop with all or part infringing on the traveled
roadway, such as may be the case during a
breakdown. Additional flagmen may also be
required for large complexmovesand arrange
mats for this assistancemust be madeby the
applicant.
(10) Regulations for Overdimension Movements. In addition to the regulations in
sections (7), (9), (13)~(15), the following
applies to all overdimension movements:
(A) Red or orange fluorescent flags in good
condition with a minimum size of eighteen
inches (18”) square must be displayed at the
extreme ends or projections of all overdimension loads, except overheight and all four (4)
corners of manufactured and sectional home
units. Oversize load signs at least seven feet
(7’) long by eighteen inches (16”) high with
ten inch (10”) letters of one and five-eighths
inch (1 5/&Y)stroke must be displayed front
and rear for loads exceedingten feet six inches
(10’6”)in width and on rear of loads traveling
divided highways when overall length exceeds
ninety feet (90’) for a combination unit and
on all highways for a single unit when length
exceedsfifty feet (50’).The sign’s background
shallbeyellowwith blacklettering.Thelegend
for these signs shall read “OVERSIZE
LOAD”;
(B) Overwidth permits for major highway
movements will be limited to widths not
exceeding twelve feet four inches (12’4”)
including all projections except as allowed in
sections (13)~(15);
(C) Only Missouri and Mississippi River
bridges, as listed in the following tables, may
be used for the movement of loads in excess
of ten feet six inches (10’6”) in width. If the
load exceedsone-half (l/2) the width of the
roadwayonthe two (2).lanebridges,a flagman
must be used to stop all oncoming traffic at
the far end of the structure before the vehicle
and load can proceed across. No movement
will be allowed where flagging is necessary

betweenthe hours of 6:30to 900 a.m. and 330
to 6~00p.m.:

sibility of the applicant. It is also the responsibility of the permitteeto check all structures
and overhead wires for clearances before
Missouri River Bridges
movement;
(F) The following special regulations apply
Roadway to manufactured and sectional home unit
Width
Location
ROUk
movements by permit except as permitted in
sections (13) and (14): maximum length of
Brownsville
22’6”
136
combination shall be one hundred feet (100’);
Rulo
20’0”
159
St. Joseph
36
Dual Lanes maximum width shall be twelve feet four
inches (12’4”);
Atchison
59
24’0”
(G) The movement of buildings exceeding
26’0”
Leavenworth
K.C.I. (Kansas City) z35
Dual Lanes routine special permit dimension limitations
Riverside
Dual Lanes building size, roadway and structure width
I-635
Fairfax
Dual Bridges and clearances, traffic volumes and other
169
applicable factors. Permits for movement of
Heart of America
these buildings shall be issued by the district
(Kansas City)
Dual Lanes
offices; and Dual Lanes
Paseo(Kansas City) f.29
(H) Movement of farm products up to, but
I-35
not exceeding,fourteen feet (14’)in width will
Kansas City
be allowed by permit. Thesemovementsmust
(Randolph)
I-435
Dual Lanes comb with all existing Missouri overLiberty (Courtney)
291
24’0”
dim&ion and overweight &nit regulations
20’0”
Waverly
65-24
except referenceto reducible loads in subsecMiami
22’0”
tion (l)(B) shall not apply. The hauling unit
SO
Dual Lanes must be properly licensed.
Rocheport
Jefferson City
63.54
28’0”
Washington
22’0”
St. Charles
ZO
Dual Bridges (11) Regulations for Overweight Movements.
WeldonSprings
40.61 Dual Lanes The following regulations apply to routine
WestAlton (Lewis)
Dual Lanes overweight permit movements to transport
67
nonreducible and nondivisible loads (see
section (15) for specialized super heavy and
large load movement):
Mississippi River Bridges
(A) Overweight permits may specify maxiRoadway mum and minimum speeds,methodsof vehicle
operation to reducehazards or control impact
Location
Route
Width
factors and load distribution on pavements
22’0”
Hannibal
36
and bridges. Overweight loads moving with
20’0”
Louisiana
54
routine hauling unit configurations, five (5) or
Quincy, Illinois
24
Dual Bridges six (6) axle power unit and semi-trailer
St. Louis
combination, not overdimensional and not
(Chain of Rocks)
I-270
Dual Lanes exceeding one hundred eight thousand
St. Louis
(108,000)pounds gross weight, will be granted
(Jefferson Barracks) I-255
Dual Lanes day and night movementexcepttravel during
22’0”
Chester!Illinois
51
holiday and holiday weekendperiodsas listed
20’0”
CapeGwrdeau
in subsection (l)(I) and except for movement
:.:7
Dual Lanes in metropolitan areasunder subsection (9)(E).
Cairo, Illinois
I-155
Dual Lanes All movements authorized under overweight
Caruthersville
permits will be over specifiedroutes only;
(D) Overlength permits for highway move
(B) Overweight permits for movementswill
ment for a single unit shall be limited to be limited to vehicles or combination of
nonreducible vehicle and load overall length vehicles with the distance of forty-three feet
not exceeding fiftyfive feet (55’) and for (43’) or more, between the centers of the fist
combination units not exceedingone hundred and last axles for six (6), seven (7) or eight
fifty feet (150’).Steering mechanismsmay be (6) axle units and fifty-one feet (51’) for five
required on rear axles of combination units;
(5) axle units. Axles included in tandem axle,
(E) Overheight permits for all movements triple axle or quadrum axle groups on all
will be limited to a nonreducible combination hauling units shall be equipped with dual
of vehicle and load height not exceeding the wheels.Axle groups are defined as follows:
vertical clearanceof the structures on the most
1. The term tandem axle shall mean a
feasible direct route between origin and group of two (2) or more axles where the
destination. Arrangements for the raising or distance betweenthe extreme centers is more
removal of overhead lines will be the respon- than forty inches (40”) and not more than
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